Robin J. Bloom, brain injury
survivor...Living in all the ways,
doctors said would be impossible!

A free introductory class
to the course, "How to
Sustain Love in Your Life!"

"Introduction Key Concepts to Ascension"
BENEFITS ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR LIFE!
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A class designed
for those
committed to
their ascension
path, willing to
invest in
themselves.

"How to Sustain
Love in Your Life,"
offers the wisdom
in knowing "what
to change & how to
change it" in
finding lasting
happiness.

"Intro - Key Concepts to Ascension"
FREE Introductory Class to "How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"
Includes CLASS BOOKLET (pdf download)
DATE TBD: Day | Date | Time
WHERE: TBD
Kama'aina & Island Visitors Welcomed
RobinJBloom.com | CoursesRobinJBloom.com | 808-855-0338
REGISTRATION: ROBINJBLOOM.COM/ONLINE-STORE
MORE INFO: ROBINJBLOOM.COM CLICK "CREATE A LIFE YOU DESERVE!"

What is the Value of Sustaining Love?
In a flash, my life would change. I would feel deeply lost, stripped of all
nonessentials, alone, and left at the curb for a very long time. I would die every
day as love would find me.
As a self-taught and thriving survivor of three brain injuries, I wanted more out of
life. I wanted not only a complete recovery but, more radically, a life with deeper
meaning, love, and happiness. Secretly, I would imagine relationships that were
harmonious, free, and alive! I was patient and I was determined.
Love is the spiritual energy in which we thrive! Without love, there is no
connection to the vitality of life. Like, the withering away of a flower wanting to
bloom. We also know that life does not happen by chance. Life occurs by positive
and active change, but we must first choose.
Continually, I am experiencing deeper love. By investing in our personal growth,
we can choose to take a leap that provides a huge relief with a sense of
accomplishment. Life becomes effortless, fulfilling, and more meaningful.
On a grander scale, our entire world is changing. Many are awakening to discover
the comfortable life they knew is gone, although that lifestyle was not always
loving. We are transformative beings, especially when we come together. The
love we create, by our presence alone, becomes the healing balm in which we
thrive. This wisdom we cannot deny.
The current states of chaos & confusion on our planet are in opposition and
counter-intuitive to our natural states of love. Those who are sensitive can feel
this angst deep within their hearts.
Rest assured, we are creating a new world when we desire to live harmoniously
and compassionately with one another. A world where everyone thrives, honors,
respects, and creates consciously. This more expanded sense of freedom and
spiritual autonomy powerfully sustains the love and life we all deserve!
Come join us to discover ways to raise your spiritual awareness...to elevate your
vibration, clear inner trauma, step out of old mind-control programming, and live
your full potential!

From my heart to yours, Love Robin
PS: My passion is to inspire and empower families to live life fully. In this offering, I
hope to support you in creating the life of your dreams and more. Accept nothing
less!

Meet Robin
Robin loves children, animals & nature.
She is the author of My Daze of Brain
Injury: The Dance of Destiny, Wake Up!
We're Going Home & 126 Ways to Win the
Heart & Mind. Her college experiences
include a BS in Special Education &
Elementary Education and an MEd in
Counseling.

Reveling in the earth's abundance you will find Robin. She is a lover of life
enjoying the serenity and simplicity of a summer's breeze while dipping her
toes in the ocean.
Her passion for life is the result of many losses as a thriving survivor of three
brain injuries. Intuitively, she was able to bypass her injured thinking brain and
feel her way through life choosing "love over fear."
Robin enjoys inspiring & empowering families to live life fully. She inspires and
shares wisdom through her experiences of transformation.

Create a Life You Deserve!
RobinJBloom.com | CoursesRobinJBloom.com
RobinJBloom33@gmail.com

BULLET POINTS
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"

You will learn this and more...
Guidance in creating & following a daily spiritual practice
Creating healthier & stronger relationships with a foundation of self-love
Consciously choosing ways to prioritize eating habits for wellbeing
Practical understanding of energy & how to navigate it in harmonious ways
Understanding unity consciousness & how that may impact our lives
Consciously creating & manifesting your desires
Understanding what supports & disrupts your spiritual wellbeing
Everyday activities to open your heart
Practical ways to clear & balance energy
Creating a simple meditation practice
As you walk your path and continue with a spiritual practice, you may find
yourself...
Living in the magic of love, following your heart, and feeling your inner
strength
Experiencing meaningful relationships built on mutual love & respect
Taking charge of your life, finding lasting joy, happiness, and personal freedom
Being accountable & responsible for choices & actions
Creating from a space of love & harmony manifesting an abundant supply to
meet material needs
Living intuitively from the heart & mind allowing for wise & compassionate
decision-making
Collaboration, cooperation, and community building, bonding with like-minded
individuals
Experiencing a deeper love for self, others & the planet, a reverence for all life

At the end of this course, you will know & understand "how to sustain love
in your life as a conscious creator." This equates to having the tools &
freedom to create a life you deserve.
The course is simple, yet profound in how you transform from the inside out
where lasting happiness & joy can be found.

BONUS GIFTS
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"
The Bonus Gifts are designed to add value & support on your journey!
1) "11 Powerful Ways to Sustain Love"
These "go-to solutions," taken from my personal experiences, remarkably kept me
in alignment on my path. You will see conflicts transforming into opportunities as
you begin living your dreams with greater clarity & conviction.
2) "11 Vital Tips for Conscious Creators"
Keeping "positively fit" is needed for consciously creating your desires. On off
days, this is like having a personal guide that helps you to easily realign and reset
your energies. With the many distractions and demands of life, it's vital to be
disciplined, committed & aware of your energetics and the part they play in
manifesting your dreams.
3) "My Daze of Brain Injury: The Dance of Destiny"
Enjoy Robin's first book, My Daze of Brain Injury (pdf-download), which details
more of the physical journey that inspired her healing & discovery of the power of
love. (Available as pdf download).

COURSE OVERVIEW
How to Sustain Love in Your Life!
RobinJBloom.com | (808) 855-0338 | RobinJBloom33@gmail.com
How to Sustain Love in Your Life, A Practical Guide for

Raising Your Spiritual Awareness
Through the sacred spiritual practices of self-love, meditation, holistic energy
movement (yoga), high-vibrational eating & hydration we can discover how to sustain
love in our lives.
To be successful in learning about “how to sustain love in your life” it is essential to
know yourself, a vital step in walking your path. You will know this when you no longer
need to defend or explain yourself to others.
Elevating our core vibration and caring for our energy bodies is essential to
experiencing higher states of love. In turn, love’s healing will bring greater depths of
health, wellbeing, happiness, peace, joy, and harmony. Life becomes effortless,
enriching, and more meaningful.
The power of love is the gift that opens our hearts. When we surrender to the
wellspring of love, every aspect of our life is touched. In knowing this, we can utilize
love for our benefit and the benefit of others. We know love is the spiritual energy in
which we all thrive!
How? Love is an innate intelligence that knows where to go, is undefinable, all around
us, comes through us, with us, in us, and is infinitely powerful. Love just is, to discover
and allow. We are a natural part of love’s flow and we are that energy of love. This
beauty of love is like the droplets are to the ocean intertwining and connecting as one.
The goal of sustaining love is to live a life where love permeates through everything
that allows for good things to come. This is our path of ascension into higher states of
consciousness.
In everyday life, this may be the experience of being hurt by someone and still feeling
love for them, and yourself. Or to have a challenging day yet remain in a
compassionate place of giving & receiving. While a reservoir of love is available despite
what is occurring at that moment.
The course is foundational in
1) knowing how to navigate and harmonize your energy in sustaining love, and
2) discovering the wisdom in knowing "what to change and how to change it" in
creating a more compassionate way to live.

Who will benefit?
The course is designed for those who want “more out of life” (feeling true love & joy and
deeper relationships) and are willing to commit to their personal growth. Easily, the
course is role-modeled to children.
Benefits: All aspects of your life!
The 6-week course will assist in raising your spiritual awareness, energy & vitality as you
learn how to
1) Expand your core vibration into higher states of love or consciousness,
2) Create a foundational spiritual practice that is sustainable & supportive,
3) Work with energy in understanding what it is and how to use it in creating your life,
4) Discern what supports & disrupts your spiritual wellbeing,
5) Clear & transmute trauma energy, limiting beliefs, mind-control programming, and
6) Consciously create and lovingly sustain the life you deserve, and more.
Why is this important?
Currently, we are living in a world that has lost communication with the values of shared
humanity, the powers of human touch, and loving connection. In exchange, our world is
split into two worlds within one. Those who have a dominant and unconscious need to
survive in fear, and those who consciously choose to live freely within unconditional
love. Once we awaken and become aware of our spiritual selves, we will naturally
desire to rise in our power to help others while holding firm & loving boundaries.
Sustaining love is key to thriving in the world, which includes our love of self. Everyone
needs love and understanding, especially during these challenging times. Each class
offers the knowledge & wisdom to consciously create a life you deserve. You can ask
yourself how do I truly wish to live my life?
Meet Robin, a former self-taught survivor of (3) brain injuries, who thrives. Intuitively she
was able to bypass her injured thinking brain and feel her way through life. She began
choosing the path of love over fear. Robin shares the transformative teachings, tools,
tips & insights that led to her spiritual awakening and lasting happiness.
Schedule: For 6-week Local Course - TBD
6 – 1.5 hour Classes, Instruction, Q&A, Guided Meditation
Includes: COURSE BOOKLET & (3) BONUS GIFTS (available as pdf downloads)
Schedule: For Kama’aina & Visitors - TBD
1.5 hour Class, Instruction, Q&A, Guided Meditation
Includes: CLASS BOOKLET w/Welcome Letter, Intro - Key Concepts to Ascension,
Coursework, Wisdom Review, (available as a pdf download)

REGISTRATION: https://www.RobinJBloom.com/Online-Store
To learn more about the course, visit https://www.RobinJBloom.com, click on the link
Create A Life You Deserve!
ONLINE COURSE AVAILABLE as a self-paced online text version of "How to Sustain
Love in Your Life" course (approx. 4-hr), visit https://www.CoursesRobinJBloom.com |
$47
6-WK COURSE BONUS GIFTS:
1) 11 Powerful Ways to Sustain Love
2) 11 Vital Tips for Conscious Creators
3) My Daze of Brain Injury: The Dance of Destiny, a downloadable pdf of Robin’s first
book, which details the physical journey that inspired her healing & discovery of
sustaining love in her life.

COURSE CURRICULUM
Course Offering: " How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" by Robin J. Bloom,
Chapters/Classes #1-6
Meet Robin
Welcome Letter
INTRODUCTION - KEY CONCEPTS
CHAPTER 1: "CREATING YOUR SPIRITUAL PRACTICE" -----------------------------INTRODUCTION CH 1
LESSON #1: "Expressions of Love"
LESSON #2: "Meditation is Key"
LESSON #3: " Transformative Movement of Energy"
LESSON #4: "High-Vibrational Eating & Hydration with Water"
RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute "Tree of Peace" (36.24)
or "You Are Amazing" (30:31)
CHAPTER 1: Wisdom Review
CHAPTER 2: WHAT IS ENERGY? -----------------------------------------------------INTRODUCTION CH 2
LESSON #1: "Theory of Special Relativity, Dr. Albert Einstein"
LESSON #2: "What is Unity Consciousness?"
LESSON #3: "What is the First Law of Conservation of Energy?"

RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute "Open Chakras & Ground
Your Energy" (31:02)
CHAPTER 2 - Wisdom Review
CHAPTER 3: HOW DO WE CREATE USING ENERGY? -------------------------------------INTRODUCTION CH 3
LESSON #1: "Your Focus Creates"
LESSON #2: "Thoughts, Feelings, Beliefs & Creation"
LESSON #3: "Where Do Thoughts Originate?" PDF "Abraham-Hicks Emotional Guidance
Scale"
RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute "Manifest Any Desire" (27:45)
CHAPTER 3 - Wisdom Review
CHAPTER 4: WHAT SUPPORTS & DISRUPTS OUR WELL-BEING? ------------------------INTRODUCTION CH 4
LESSON #1: "The Value of Love"
LESSON #2: "The Value of Fear"
RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute "Unblocking the Flow of
Abundance Daily Manifestation" (18:59)
CHAPTER 4 - Wisdom Review
CHAPTER 5: ENERGY ALCHEMY - TOOLS, TIPS & INSIGHT -------------------------------INTRODUCTION CH 5
LESSON #1: "How to Unravel Energy Leaks?"

LESSON #2: "Clearing Your Energy"
RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute "Balancing Masculine &
Feminine Energies" (24:00)
CHAPTER 5 - Wisdom Review
CHAPTER 6: MEDITATION SUSTAINS LOVE ------------------------------------------INTRODUCTION CH 6
LESSON #1: "Meditation: A Gift to Ourselves"
LESSON #2: "Benefits of Meditation"
RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Activating Joy - Most Powerful Emotion (for Health & Abundance) (21:45)
CHAPTER 6 - Wisdom Review, Thank You Letter
BONUS GIFTS:
GIFT #1: 11 Powerful Ways to Sustain Love
GIFT #2: 11 Vital Tips for Conscious Creators
GIFT #3: My Daze of Brain Injury: The Dance of Destiny

How to Sustain Love in Your Life!
CHAPTER/CLASS SUMMARIES #1-6

Ch. 1, Creating Your Spiritual Practice
A spiritual practice promotes personal growth, spiritual wellbeing, and positive change.
The class is centered around four core spiritual practices. They are the practices of selflove, meditation, holistic energy movement (yoga), and eating a high-vibrational organic
diet that is plant-based with daily water hydration.
You will learn this, and more
Guidance in creating & following a daily spiritual practice
Creating healthier & stronger relationships through self-love
Creating a simple meditation practice for inner-calm and peace
Consciously choosing ways to prioritize eating habits for wellbeing
How to navigate & harmonize your energy in sustaining love
Ch. 2, What is Energy?
We are born as energy beings living within an energy world. Innately, we all have the
ability to sense and feel energy. Yet, throughout our lives, we are often taught to hide
our feelings and to shut down our awareness of energy. There is more to our lives than
what we see, touch, taste, smell, or hear. The "seen" and "unseen" of science & spirituality
are merging in support of their co-existence.
You'll learn this, and more
Dr. Albert Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity
Unity or Oneness Consciousness
The First Law of Conservation of Energy
How to navigate & harmonize your energy in sustaining love
Ch. 3, How Do We Create Using Energy?
We are the creators of our reality and our world. If you are unhappy with your life you
can recreate it! When you change your thoughts you can change the direction of your
life. With great freedom comes responsibility, especially with the misuse of our energy
that needs rebalancing.
You'll learn this, and more
The importance of focusing your energy
Becoming aware of your thoughts, feelings, beliefs
Understanding the energetic value of love and fear
How to navigate & harmonize your energy in sustaining love

Ch. 4, What Supports & Disrupts Our Spiritual Wellbeing
As a conscious creator, you have the inner power to break through the dissolving and
fearful patterns of limiting beliefs, thoughts, and emotions. With this insight, you can
create more loving patterns that will support and change the quality of your life, your
family lineage, friends, and global family.
You will learn this, and more
How love supports and teaches us about our desires
How fear separates and teaches us through contrast
How to navigate & harmonize your energy in sustaining love
Ch. 5, Energy Alchemy - Tools, Tips & Insights
Energy Alchemy is the practice of transmuting energy from a negative or lesser form to
a divine form of energy. This also includes the art of being a "sensitive" or "empath" that is
here on the planet as an alchemist. A necessary part of this earthly experience involves
the responsibility of every soul to cleanse & clear all discordant energies within their
energy fields.
You'll learn this, and more
The process of unraveling energy leaks
A practice of clearing the energy body/energy field
How to navigate & harmonize your energy in sustaining love
Ch. 6, Meditation Sustains Love
The spiritual practice of meditation is key in sustaining love in your life. Turning inward is
connecting with your heart, your higher self, or your divine essence. Breath is your
sacred connection to your higher power. Simply, close your eyes and breathe, you are
home.
You'll learn this, and more
How meditation is a practice of loving yourself
The spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical benefits of meditation
How meditation is a sustainable practice of love
How to navigate & harmonize your energy in sustaining love

"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"
Services & Products

"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" is a Maui, Hawaii LOCAL COURSE OFFERING
6-Classes | Instruction | Q&A | Guided Meditation
Includes COURSE BOOKLET (pdf-download) & (3) BONUS GIFTS
Kama'aina & Visitors Welcomed
Registration: RobinJBloom.com/Online-Store
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" SPIRITUAL COACHING
1-hr Sessions are designed to complement & support those who have enrolled in the
course/classes.
Visit: RobinJBloom.com/Booking-Services or Spiritual Coaching page
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" ONLINE COURSE
Online Course, Self-paced, Text Version, Approx. 4-hr
Visit: Courses.RobinJBloom.com
Soft Copy Books (LOCAL SALES)
"My Daze of Brain Injury: The Dance of Destiny," and "Wake Up! We're Going Home"
Also available at: RobinJBloom.com & Amazon.com
E-BOOK, "126 Quotes to Win the Heart & Mind"
The e-books are a compilation of wisdom quotes taken from Robin's first two books & her
online/local courses that are reflective of her journey. Available as a pdf download for
mobile, laptop, and desktop.
Visit: RobinJBloom.com/Online-Store

_________________________________________________________________________________________
If you desire a happy life, you must first be happy with yourself!
RobinJBloom.com | CoursesRobinJBloom.com | RobinJBloom33@gmail.com

